
Master bedroom and pre-teen boys 
rooms in family home. 

Brief 
To design new bedrooms for the family following enhancements made to the loft 

conversion which has created a master suite with a large walk in wardrobe, bathroom and 
larger bedroom area. The new master bedroom is now filled with light from the addition of 

a large Velux window.  The client wished to create a light and airy room that would feel 
calm and restful with a seating area incorporated.  

The boys’ rooms are downstairs in this property and both needed updating with furniture, 
decoration, carpet and accessories. The design of their rooms needs to take them through 

into their teenage years.  
One of the bedrooms needed to accommodate an additional bed for the occasional visitor 

and maximising storage was high on the list of priorities in this house.  
 

 

 

The Design 
We have created a new master bedroom using shades of blue, grey and teal which look clean 
and fresh against the oak furniture and off white walls. We have used Little Greene Slacked 

Lime paint on the walls and kept the ceiling and woodwork brilliant white. The roman 
blind, cushions and lampshades where hand made using a selection of fabrics from the 

Romo Lorcan Collection. We carried this look through into the bathroom with a roman 
blind. The sofa and pouffe have created a lovely seating area giving the client a quite spot to 

read or watch television away from the rest of the busy household!  

We chose a carpet in a shade of pale grey that complimented the colour scheme in all the 
bedrooms.  

  

The larger of the boys’ rooms has space to accommodated a double bed so this room has a 
new charcoal upholstered single bed which pulls out into a double bed when required.  
This room now has striking Harlequin Axal wallpaper on one wall and Little Greene 

French Grey paint on the other walls. We kept the client's existing wardrobe, as this offered 
the required storage, but it was professionally painted to compliment the new colour 

scheme.  This room has been finished off with a new desk and fabulous orange coloured 
lighting, chair and accessories which adds splashes of colour against the shades of grey.   

 

The third bedroom also picks up on the geometric theme which the family have been drawn 
to. Here we have used Harlequin Azul embroidered fabric to make a roman blind and 

cushions. The walls are painted in Little Green Slacked Lime with a feature wall in pale teal. 
We have added darker teal bedlinen, chair and accessories. The fabulous yellow feature light 

brings this room to life whilst the drawers under the bed offer additional storage.  


